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ABSTRACT 

The thermodynamic and acid base properties of some polymeric materials such as 

polylactides used in many industrial applications were determined by using the 

inverse gas chromatography technique at infinite dilution. Retention volume of the 

injected organic probes into the chromatographic column containing the investigated 

polymer was obtained by using this powerful technique. The curves RTlnVn = f(1/T) of 

n-alkanes adsorbed on polymer surface allowed us to determine with an excellent 

accuracy the glass transition temperature of polylactide polymer. It was proved the 

glass transition temperature of this polymer is equal to 64 °C for all used n-alkanes. 

Many methods were used in literature to characterize the surface properties of 

polymers. The difficulty to know with accuracy the surface area of n-alkanes and 

polar molecules prevented us to use Fowkes method. Saint-Flour and Papirer method 

was used to evaluate the specific interactions and acid-base properties in the Lewis 

terms of polylactides by using the variations of the specific free energy of adsorption 

of polar probes adsorbed on the polymers as a function of the temperature and 

determining the specific enthalpy and entropy of adsorption of polylactide polymer. 

This study proved that the Gutmann method could not be used, because of non-

linearity of the specific enthalpy as a function of the acid-base constants of the 

polymer substrates (linear regression coefficient r2 1). The acid-base constants KA, 

KD and the amphoteric constant K of polylactides surfaces were determined using 

Hamieh’s model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polylactides have been playing a major role in many applications such as medical 

science, biotechnology and food science due to their biocompatibility and 

biodegradability [1]. These polymers can be obtained from a renewable agricultural 

source such as corn or starch, they provide significant energy savings, they are 

recyclable and compostable and they have the ability to decompose into naturally 

occurring metabolites via hydrolysis or enzymatic processes [2,3]. Several studies have 

demonstrated that the amount of lactic acid that migrates into foodstuff from 
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packaging materials is low. Therefore, polylactide polymers 

may be good candidates for packaging applications [4,5]. 

Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) could be used as alternatives to synthetic 

plastic such as Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), High Density 

Polyethylene (HDPE), Polypropylene (PP) and Polyvinyl 

Chloride (PVC) to solve the ecological problem of plastic waste 

accumulation [6]. Lactic acid based polymers are presumed to 

have inferior performance to conventional plastics, but the 

mechanical properties (elasticity and stiffness) of PLA is 

comparable to petroleum-based plastics such as PET [6,7]. It is 

well-known that the surface properties of polymer materials, 

and especially, the Lewis acid base properties can be 

determined by inverse gas chromatography technique that can 

also allow to obtain the adsorption thermodynamic parameters 

as specific free energy, enthalpy and entropy of adsorption, 

Lewis acid–base character of the surface, surface Nano 

roughness parameter etc., [8-11]. 

Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) is an important technique 

to characterize the surface properties (surface energy, heat of 

adsorption, and specific interaction of adsorption) of materials 

[12-18] and recently pharmaceuticals [19-34]. In many 

previous studies [35-46], we used Inverse Gas 

Chromatography (IGC) to characterise the surface 

characteristics of various oxides and polymers, especially, their 

surface energies and their interactions with some organic 

molecules. The transition temperatures of polymers and the 

acid-base properties of solid materials or nanomaterials were 

also determined by IGC technique [40-46]. 

The Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) technique at infinite 

dilution was mostly used in literature by using Saint-Flour and 

Papirer’s approach [44-46] and Hamieh’s model [47-49] to 

determine the specific free enthalpy and enthalpy of 

adsorption and the acid-base constants of the polymer or 

oxide materials. The objective of this paper is to determine, by 

IGC technique at infinite dilution, the surface physicochemical 

properties of polylactide polymers and more particularly, to 

appreciate the glass transition temperature the surface and 

specific enthalpy and entropy of polar probes adsorbed on 

polylactide polymers. This will allow determining the acid-base 

constants KA, KD and the amphoteric constant K in Lewis terms 

of the above polymers. 

 In the following section, we give some details on the theory 

and models of the Inverse Gas Chromatography at Infinite 

Dilution (IGC-ID). We applied this technique in the 

experimental part to determine the specific interactions and 

acid-base constants of polylactide polymer. 

THEORY AND METHODS 

Inverse gas chromatography has been used for many years to 

determine the superficial phenomena, and acid-base 

properties of solid materials [35-56]. We applied this 

technology to determine the changes, as a function of 

temperature, of the superficial properties of polylactide 

polymers. Probes of known properties are injected into the 

column containing the solid. The retention times of these probes, 

measured at infinite dilution, allow us to determine the 

interactions between model organic molecules and the solid, if 

we assume there is no interaction between the probe molecules 

themselves. Measurements will be carried out with a GC FID 

chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector of 

high sensitivity. The data retention will be obtained with a 

stainless steel column 15-30 cm long and 2 mm internal 

diameter packed with 1-2 g of solids in powder forms. 

Retention volume 

The net retention volume Vn which serves to determine the 

thermodynamic quantities, it is the volume of carrier gas 

through the column since the introduction of the probe until the 

output of the maximum of the peak of the inferred methane 

retention volume V0. It is influenced by the retention time 

according to the following relation: 

Vn = j Dc (tR - t0)    (1) 

Where tR is the retention time of the probe, t0 the zero 

retention reference time measured with a non-adsorbing probe 

such as methane, Dc the flow rate and j a correction factor 

taking into account the compression of the gas [56]. 

Specific interactions 

The free energy of adsorption G0 of n-alkanes on the solid 

substrates is given by the following fundamental equation of 

IGC technique: 

G0 = RT ln Vn + C    (2) 

Where R is the ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature 

and C a constant depending on the reference state of 

adsorption. The free energy of adsorption G0 contains the 
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two contributions relative to the dispersive and specific 

interactions. In the case of n-alkanes, G0 is equal to the free 

energy of adsorption corresponding to the dispersive 

interactions Gd only. To calculate the specific interactions 

between the solid substrates and polar probes, several 

methods were used in the literature [12-15,35-56]. Two 

methods are presented below. The method developed by 

Brendlé and Papier [44,45] can be used to quantify more 

precisely the specific interactions, method considered up to now 

the most popular one. 

Proposed methods 

This method allowing to obtain specific enthalpy of interaction 

between a probe and a solid is that developed by Papirer 

team [44-46] who obtained a straight line when plotting 

RTlnVn against the logarithm of the vapor pressure lnP0 where 

P0 is the vapor pressure of the probes. For a homologous series 

of n-alkanes, whatever the nature of the solid substrates: 

RT lnVn = A lnP0 + B   (3) 

Where A and B are constants depending of the nature of the 

solid substrate. 

When polar molecules are injected into the column, specific 

interactions are established between these probes and the 

solid surface and G0 is now given by: 

G0 = Gd+Gsp   (4) 

Where Gsp refers to specific interactions of a polar molecule 

adsorbed on solid substrate. 

The choice of Papirer method was made considering that the 

logarithm of the vapor pressure which is closely related to the 

evaporation enthalpies (Hv) was representative of the 

capacity of interactions of two identical molecules. This method 

presents several advantages since P0 values are given in the 

literature or are computable even at relatively high 

measurement temperatures as long as these stay below the 

critical temperature of the probe. Yet, problems do appear 

with certain solids, possessing a high surface energy, since the 

representative points of some polar probes fall beneath the 

alkane-line. We advantageously used Papirer method to 

quantify the specific free energy of adsorption of polar 

molecules and obtain the acid-base constants of the different 

hydrocarbon materials. 

 

Determination of acid-base constants of solid substrates 

By plotting Gsp of the polar molecules as a function of the 

temperature, the specific enthalpy 

(Hsp) will be obtained from: 

Gsp = Hsp - T Ssp   (5) 

The curves representing the variations of Gsp(T) versus the 

temperature will allow the thermodynamic calculation of 

specific enthalpy and entropy as a function of the temperature. 

The Guttmann method: Inverse gas chromatography is used to 

evaluate Lewis type acid- base interactions, exchanged 

between a solid surface and polar molecules. Gutmann [56] 

classified the polar molecules by assigning an Electron Donor 

(ND) and a number of Electron Acceptor (NA) which realizes 

respectively the acidity and the basicity of the molecule. In 

analogy to the approach of Guttmann, Papirer and al [44-46] 

proposed to characterize the solid by two parameters KA and 

KD respectively reflect the basic and the acidic character of the 

solid. These two constant measure the ability of the solid to 

develop respectively the acid and base interactions with basic, 

acidic or amphoteric probes. They are connected to the specific 

enthalpy ΔHaSP through the following equation: 

(-Hsp) = (KA.DN + KD.AN)   (6) 

Where KA and KD respectively represent the acidic and the 

basic character of the solid and NA and ND represent the 

donor number and the electron acceptor of the probe 

according to the scale of Gutmann [57]. 

Equation 6 can be written as: 

  KA+ KD              (7) 

The representation of  in function of  gives in general 

a straight line of slope KA and intercept KD 

The Hamieh model: In several cases, the Gutmann method 

cannot be applied because the linearity of equation 6 is not 

satisfied for many solid substrates. Hamieh et al., [41-44,47-

49] corrected the classical relationship and proposed a new 

equation by adding a third parameter K reflecting the 

amphoteric character of the oxide or polymer according to: 

(- Hsp) = KA DN + KD AN – K DN AN   (8) 

By dividing by AN, we obtain: 
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Equation (13) can be symbolically written as: 
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X1, X2 and X3 are known for every polar molecule, whereas KD, 

KA and K are the unknown of the problem. 

By using N probes, relationship (10) will allow us to obtain a 

linear system given three equations at three unknown numbers: 

KD, KA and K. The matrix representing this linear application is 

a symmetrical one; we deduce that the problem (10) has a 

unique solution for N 3. We can apply this method to 

calculate the acid-base constants of our silicas materials. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Materials 

PLA polymers used in the storage of olive oils were procured 

directly from Lebanese markets. The packaging polymer 

samples were cut into small rectangular pieces with scissors and 

using cotton gloves to avoid contamination of the plastic 

samples. The area of each test specimen was equal to 10 cm2. 

The polymer pieces were then grinded to obtain a size range 

of PLA particles between 100 and 250 m. Particles of the 

correct size were introduced into a stainless steel column, which 

was 30 cm long and had an internal diameter of 2 mm. A mass 

of 1 g of PLA was used to fill the chromatographic column. The 

column filled with the sample was conditioned at 120 °C for 12 

h to remove any impurities. 

The measurements of retention time were done by using the 

IGC technique. The column was then attached to the gas 

chromatograph, fitted with a flame ionization detector. Helium 

was used as carrier gas; its flow-rate was equal to about 20 

mL min-1. IGC measurements at infinite dilution were done by 

varying the temperature from 40 °C to 100 °C. 

Chromatographic injections were made using Hamilton micro 

syringes. We used the inverse gas chromatography technique 

at infinite dilution for the physicochemical characterization of 

different materials. Measurements were carried out with a 

DELSI GC 121 FB Chromatograph equipped with a flame 

ionization detector of high sensitivity. 

Solvents 

Classical organic probes, characterized by their donor and 

acceptor numbers, were used in this study. Corrected acceptor 

number AN′ = AN-ANd, given by Riddle and Fowkes [51], who 

subtracted the contribution of Van der Waals interactions (or 

dispersion forces), was normalized by Hamieh et al., [47,48], 

and proposed a dimensionless donor number DN′ according to 

the following relationship: 

DN′ = 2.5(mol/kcal) DN (kcal/mol)  (11) 

 However, if one wants to use DN in kcal/mol, AN′ can be 

easily transformed to the kcal/mol unit using the following 

relationship: 

      (12) 

Solvents listed below were used as probes for IGC 

measurements. They were selected for their 

ability to interact with three different types of interaction 

forces, that is, dispersive, polar, and hydrogen bonding. All 

probes (Aldrich or Merck) were highly pure grade (i.e., 99%). 

The probes used were n-alkanes (pentane, hexane, heptane, 

octane, and nonane); amphoteric solvents: acetone, toluene; 

basic solvents: ethyl acetate, and higher acidic solvent: 

dichloromethane. (Table 1) gives donor and acceptor numbers 

[57,58] of probe solvents used in this study. 

 

 

 

 

Polar probes DN' AN' DN'/AN' Character 

Dichloromethane 3 13.5 0.22 Higher acidity 

Benzene 0.25 0.6 0.42 Weaker acidity 

Toluene 9.75 3.3 2.95 Amphoteric 

Acetone 42.5 8.7 4.89 Amphoteric 

Ethyl acetate 42.8 5.3 8.08 More basic 

 

GC Conditions 

The IGC measurements were performed on a commercial 

Shimadzu GC-14A gas chromatograph equipped with a flame 

ionization detector. Dried nitrogen was the carrier gas. The gas 

flow rate was set at 30 mL/min. The injector and detector 

temperatures were maintained at 200 ºC during the 

experiments. To achieve infinite dilution, 0.5 L of each probe 

Table 1: Normalized donor 

and acceptor numbers of some 

polar molecules. 
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was injected with 10 L Hamilton syringes, in order to 

approach linear condition gas chromatography. In such a way 

that the interactions between probe molecules can be 

considered to be negligible and only the interactions between 

the surface of the solid and an isolated probe molecule are 

important. The column temperatures were 40 to 100 ºC, varied 

in 5 to 10 ºC steps. Each probe injection was repeated three 

times, and the average retention time, tR, was used for the 

calculation. The standard deviation was less than 1% in all 

measurements. All four columns used in this study were 

prepared using a stainless-steel column with a 5 mm inner 

diameter and with an approximate length of 30 cm. 

Results and discussion 

Determination of the glass transition temperature of PLA by 

IGC: The results obtained with PLA powder by IGC at infinite 

dilution allowed to determine the retention volume of different 

n-alkanes and polar molecules adsorbed on PLA polymers. On 

figure 1, we plotted the curves RTlnVn = f(1/T) of PLA for the 

different n-alkanes obtained by IGC at infinite dilution. The 

curves of (Figure 1) clearly shows the presence of a glass 

transition Tg = 64 °C (see on figure 1, 1/Tg = 0.00297 K-1). 

The usual glass transition of PLA is equal to 60 °C. However, 

this value can vary between 60 °C and 65 °C, because the 

glass transition is very affected by the experimental method, 

experimental conditions, the molecule nature and the polymer 

morphology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variations the specific free energy changes of PLA: In this 

part, we give on (Figure 2) the variations of specific free 

energy changes (–Gsp) of PLA polymers surfaces in interaction 

with the different adsorbed polar molecules as a function of 

the temperature T. The specific free energy changes are 

obtained by using relations 3 and 4. The curves of figure 2 

show for all polar probes adsorbed on PLA polymer a linear 

dependency in the temperature intervals [313K – 333K] and 

[353K – 373K] (see dashed lines). However, the linearity is not 

satisfied near the glass transition temperature Tg in the domain 

[333K – 353K] where the specific interaction free energy 

presents a maximum at this temperature Tg for all polar 

molecules. This will induces a large variation of specific 

interactions as a function of the temperature and consequently 

an important dependency of acid base properties of PLA 

versus the temperature. The large specific interactions are 

obtained with the dichloromethane molecule, the more acidic 

probe. This reveals more basic PLA polymer than acidic. On the 

other hand, there are important specific interactions with the 

amphoteric probes, such as toluene and acetone meaning an 

important acid base character of PLA surface in Lewi terms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variations of the specific enthalpy Hsp and entropy Hsp of 

PLA: The curve equations (–Gsp(T)) obtained from figure 2 for 

the different domains of temperature given on (Tables 26) 

also allows to obtain the specific enthalpy Hsp and entropy 

Hsp of various polar molecules. Knowing the values of the 

above specific variables, we obtained the variations of the 

specific enthalpy Hsp and entropy Hsp of various polar 

probes as a function of the temperature. The obtained curves 

plotted on (Figures 3,4) clearly show the non-linearity of these 

variables surrounding the glass transition temperature. 

 

Figure 1: Variation of specific RTlnVn (in J/mol) of n-alkanes 

adsorbed on PLA polymer as a function of the inverse of the 

temperature (1/T). 

 

Figure 2: Evolution of specific free energy (–DGsp) of the 

different polar probes adsorbed on PLA polymer as a 

function of the temperature T. 
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Figures 3 and 4 prove that the linearity of specific enthalpy 

Hsp and entropy Hsp of various polar probes are satisfied in 

the temperature intervals [313K – 333K] and [353K – 373K]. 

However, this linearity is not assured in the interval [333K – 

353K] where we clearly observe an important variation of the 

specific variables near the glass transition temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Determination of the acid base constants of PLA polymer: In 

order to determine the acid-base constants KA and KD of PLA 

polymer, we represented on (Figure 5) the variation of -

Hsp/AN' as a function of DN'/AN' of different polar molecules 

adsorbed on PLA for the various domains of temperature. The 

obtained curves of figures 4 demonstrated the non-linearity of 

the variations of -Hsp/AN' for all temperatures. 

Consequently, the classical equation (7) cannot be used here to 

determine the values of KA and KD of these materials, because 

of the smaller value of the linear regression coefficients 

between (r2 = 0.1 to 0.2). Therefore, to determine with more 

accuracy the acid base constants of PLA, we then applied the 

Hamieh’s model and corrected the classic equation (7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accurate calculation of acid base constant using Hamieh’s 

model and discussion: Hamieh’s model [29, 40-42,52] 

proposed a new relationship by adding a third parameter K 

reflecting the amphoteric character of solid surfaces (see 

equation 8). We used this model to calculate the three acid-

base constants KA, KD and K of PLA surface and obtained an 

excellent three dimension linear regression coefficients 

approaching r2 = 1.000. The obtained results are given on 

(Table 7). 

 

 

 

 

Range of T G
sp 

(T) of Acetone 
H

sp 

(kJ/mol) 

S
sp 

(J/mol) 

313 - 333 G
sp 

(T) = -51.75T + 19.322 51.75 

333 - 343 G
sp 

(T) = 683.64T - -225.67 -683.6 

343 - 353 G
sp 

(T) = -792.14T + 280.745 792.14 

353 - 373 G
sp 

(T) = -45x + 16.875 45 

 

The obtained results obtained solving the linear system (10) are 

presented on figures 6 giving the variations of acid-base 

constants KD, KA, K and of the ratio KA/KD of PLA surface as a 

 

Figure 3: Evolution of specific enthalpy (–DHsp) of the 

different polar probes adsorbed on PLA polymer as a 

function of the temperature T. 

 

Figure 4: Evolution of specific entropy (–DSsp) of the different 

polar probes adsorbed on PLA polymer as a function of the 

temperature T. 

 

Figure 5: Evolution of -DHsp/AN' (kJ/mol) of polar molecules 

adsorbed on PLA polymer, versus of DN'/AN' at 

different temperatures. 

Table 2: Equations of specific free energy (–DGsp(T)) and 

values of specific enthalpy -DHsp and entropy -DSsp of 

acetone. 
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function of the temperature. (Figure 6) obviously show that the 

PLA polymer has a strong that decreases near the glass 

transition temperature and increases after Tg temperature. PLA 

presents very weak acid character, whereas the global basic 

character given by KD/KA increases when the temperature 

increases. 

 

 

 

 

Range of T G
sp 

(T) of Dichloromethane H
sp 

(kJ/mol) S
sp 

(J/mol) 

313 - 333 G
sp 

(T) = -75T + 31023 31.023 75 

333 - 343 G
sp 

(T) = 120T - 33938 -33.938 -120 

343 - 353 G
sp 

(T) = -232T + 86851 86.851 232 

353 - 373 G
sp 

(T) = -78T + 32434 32.434 78 

 

 

 

 

Range of T 
G

sp 
(T) of Ethyl 

acetate 

H
sp 

(kJ/mol) 

S
sp 

(J/mol) 

313 - 333 
G

sp 
(T) = -25T + 

9498.9 

9.499 25 

333 - 343 G
sp 

(T) = 70T - 22141 -22.141 -70 

343 - 353 G
sp 

(T) = -120.2T + 

43127 

43.127 120.2 

353 - 373 
G

sp 
(T) = -24.4T + 

9286.9 

9.287 24.4 

 

 

 

 

 

Range of T G
sp 

(T) of Benzene H
sp 

(kJ/mol) S
sp 

(J/mol) 

313 - 333 G
sp 

(T) = -47T + 17751 17.751 47 

333 - 343 G
sp 

(T) = 133T - 42189 -42.189 -133 

343 - 353 G
sp 

(T) = -203.5T + 73281 73.281 203.5 

353 - 373 G
sp 

(T) = -45.75T + 17576 17.576 45.8 

 

 

 

 

 

Range of T G
sp 

(T) of Toluene H
sp 

(kJ/mol) S
sp 

(J/mol) 

313 - 333 G
sp 

(T) = -92.5T + 36035 36.035 92.5 

333 - 343 G
sp 

(T) = 287T - 90334 -90.334 -287 

343 - 353 G
sp 

(T) = -437T + 158107 158.107 437 

353 - 373 G
sp 

(T) = -77.5T + 31107 31.107 77.5 

 

 

 

 

Temperature KD KA K KD/KA 

313 19.8 -1.3 -1.1 -15.3 

323 19.8 -1.3 -1.1 -15.3 

330 19.8 -1.3 -1.1 -15.3 

335 12.0 -0.8 -0.7 -15.0 

343 -43.4 2.8 1.5 -15.3 

353 77.6 -5.0 -3.2 -15.4 

363 10.0 0.4 -1.1 23.8 

368 4.0 1.0 -0.6 4.1 

373 4.0 1.0 -0.6 4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

Polar probes H
sp 

(kJ/mol) S
sp 

(J/mol) r
2
 

Acetone 20.777 51.228 0.116 

dichloromethane 29.217 68.098 0.7921 

ethyl acetate 96.58.6 24.835 0.6442 

benzene 16.155 40.846 0.6108 

Toluene 32.868 80.192 0.5727 

 

Comparison with Gutmann method: By using Gutmann 

method expressed by equation (7). We calculated the acid 

base constants, KD, KA of PLA polymer. Results obtained 

allowed us to deduce, from the variation of the specific free 

energy of adsorption against the temperature (-Gsp(T)), the 

specific enthalpy and entropy of interaction of polar molecules 

Table 3. Equations of specific free energy (-DGsp(T)) and 

values of specific enthalpy -DHsp and entropy -DSsp of 
Acetone. 

Table 4: Equations of specific free energy (-DGsp(T)) and 

values of specific enthalpy -DHsp and entropy -DSsp of 
Ethyl acetate. 

Table 5: Equations of specific free energy (-DGsp(T)) and 

values of specific enthalpy -DHsp and entropy -DHsp of 

Benzene. 

Table 6: Equations of specific free energy (-DGsp(T)) and 

values of specific enthalpy -DHsp and entropy -DSsp of 
Toluene. 

 

Three acid-base 

constants KA, KD and 

K of PLA 

Table 8: Values specific enthalpy -DHsp 

and entropy -DSsp of interaction of 

polar molecules with the corresponding 

values of the linear regression 
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adsorbed on polylactide polymer (Table 8). It is clear that the 

linear regression coefficient, r2, obtained for the various polar 

molecules adsorbed on PLA is comprised between 0.11 and 

0.79. This implied that the linearity of (-Gsp(T)) is not assured. 

The Gutmann method then cannot be advantageously used in 

this case. Now, if we use the Gutmann method, we obtain the 

following figure: 

(Figure 7) gave a very poor linear regression coefficient (r² = 

0.0003); the linear equation is given by: 

(-Hsp/AN') = = 0.06 (DN'AN') + 11.8, (r² = 0.0003) 

We deduced the values of acid base constants of PLA by 

Gutmann method: 

KD = 11.8, KA = 0.06 and KD / KA = 196.6 

Therefore, these values cannot be compared to those obtained 

by using Hamieh’s model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we determined the acid base properties of 

polylactide polymer by using the inverse gas chromatography 

technique at infinite dilution. This technique allowed us to 

determine the glass transition of PLA, Tg = 64 ºC and the 

specific interactions and acid-base properties in the Lewis 

terms of PLA. The variations of the specific free energy of 

adsorption of polar probes adsorbed on the polymers as a 

function of the temperature were determined and allowed to 

obtain the specific enthalpy and entropy. This allowed 

determining with a good accuracy the acid-base constants KA, 

KD and the amphoteric constant K of PLA surface. It was shown 

that the PLA polymer exhibits a strong basic character in Lewis 

terms. 
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